
 

Korg TRITON 1.0.1 High Quality

An analog like sound, outstanding dynamic response, deep sound-coloring, and an engaging sense of color - these features have become hallmarks of this model. The TRITON offers an IFX digital synthesis system that is the world's first to combine effects that allow high-
quality sound to be produced using the same type of instrument as you play the instrument. Users can enjoy the sound of an acoustic guitar with a sweet guitar sound that is easy to play and easy to listen to. The TRITON is the best-sounding synthesizer in its class. In

addition to high-quality PCM samples, it also features high-quality synthesis waveforms that make use of the most recent PCM sample formats. The TRITON was originally built with the sound of an acoustic guitar in mind. The TRITON X models, which include the TRITON X
60 and X 100, were made specifically to accommodate the specific sounds of rock and electric guitar, and are designed for guitarist players. The TRITON X 60 was originally released with an innovative and handy insert effect called an all-new I-EQ, which uses a newly

designed mixer circuit to simulate the sound of a full band of acoustic instruments in the four-band mixer system. The TRITON X 100 was released with the same new mixer circuit as the TRITON X 60, which allows you to enjoy spacious and exhilarating sounds. Built for
guitarists, the TRITON incorporates the most advanced features available in the synthesizer world, including a unique 5x2 combo, a built-in I-EQ effect that simulates a full-band sound, and a 5-position switchable master effect. Not only is this the most sophisticated all-in-

one digital synthesizer on the market, it's one of the most affordable! The TRITON X 60 has a built-in I-EQ effect that simulates the sound of a full band of acoustic instruments in the four-band mixer system, producing a unique, natural and expressive sound.
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TStudio_V202 : Use this upgrade if your TRITON STUDIO is currently
running on operating system version 1.0.2 or any earlier version. We

recommend that all users upgrade to this version to stay current.
TStudio_V202e_GUI : Use this upgrade if your TRITON STUDIO is
currently running on operating system version 1.0.3 or any later

version. We recommend that all users upgrade to this version to stay
current. It is the most up-to-date GUI version. TStudio_V202_GUI: Use
this upgrade if your TRITON STUDIO is currently running on operating
system version 1.0.2 or any earlier version. We recommend that all

users upgrade to this version to stay current. A full set of instructions
and a full O.S. Revision History are both included as.pdf documents in
this download. If you have not yet updated your TRITON STUDIO to the
Version 2.0, you will also want to download the TRITON STUDIO Version
2.0 Owner's Manual to learn about the many features added in O.S. 2.

Please be advised that Version 2.02 will cause loss of any original
TRITON STUDIO TONE or EXB-PCM data unless you save your original
working data before you perform the upgrade! PLEASE, PLEASE READ
THIS: Upgrading to Version 2.02 will initialize all data in the TRITON
STUDIO!! Unless you save your data before you upgrade, all of your
programs, combis, etc may be lost. Used to play music by a band
name such as No Doubt, The Doors, Michael Jackson or Kiss. KORG
triton is available for a trial period. If you have an account with the

Korg website to install the product, you can skip this process.
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